
If you are a new instructor, you probably don't yet 
have any CodeLabs set up yet. To add a CodeLab 
click the +Create a Course button (which is always 
present when you're in the "Courses" area).

Terminology Note: In the CodeLab world, specific 
CodeLabs are referred to interchangeably as

CodeLabs
Courses
Sections

SELECTING A LANGUAGE.

If you are brand new and don't yet have 
any CodeLabs, you will first be asked to 
identify the programming language of 
interest for your new course. (Your 
choice is not final-- it can be changed at 
any point in the process.)

CodeLabs are created by cloning other CodeLabs. Cloning means copying the content and a very small 
set of other attributes (like the course title). These attributes and the content can be modified by the 
instructor later. The cloneable CodeLabs come from three sources:

Standard model CodeLabs (that match commonly used pedagogical approaches)
CodeLabs that model commonly used textbooks
CodeLabs used previously in your school, by you or your colleagues.

Adding A CodeLab



FINDING A CODELAB MODEL

After selecting language you will get a screen with two or more tabs:
Standard Models
Textbook Models
(possibly other tabs)

Initially, Standard Models will be selected (see below). At the time of writing this manual, there is often 
just one standard model per language, but this will change in the future, as we continue to build 
models that take into account different pedagogical approaches.

(Note the language filter on the far right— it can be changed at any time.)

Clicking Textbook Models yields a list of books for which Turing's Craft has developed CodeLabs:

Use the language filter to select models 
based on different programming languages.



If You're Not The First In Your School ...
If other faculty in your school have used CodeLab, you 
will probably see a third tab Your School, listing 
CodeLabs of your colleagues that you could clone:

If You Already Have CodeLabs ...
And if you have CodeLabs of your own, they will show 
up as cloneable CodeLabs in a tab labeled Your 
Sections.

CHOOSING A CODELAB MODEL
Click on any CodeLab model listed to reveal more details about the model. On the right side will be the 
table of contents (TOC) for that model. For each topic in the TOC, on the right you will see an integer 
indicating the number of exercises provided within the topic.

HOW DO DIFFERENT CODELABS DIFFER?
It is important to remember that for any given 
language, all CodeLabs generally have the 
same exercises. CodeLabs for the same 
language differ, for the most part, only in their 
organizations-- their topic sequencing. One 
might do objects early, another objects late; for 
loops before while loops... or vice versa.

Instructors have full control over the 
organization and can change it at any time.
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The TOC is interactive-- click the controls on the left to expand and contract the TOC tree so as to get a 
good sense of the topics that the CodeLab exercises cover.

CLONING THE CODELAB MODEL
Peruse the various model entries and when you find 
something that seems to come close to matching your 
plans, click the Clone button. You will get a Very Tall pop-up 
form (see on the right) that allows you to revise various 
attributes (course title, course number, section number, etc.) 
for the section-- they can all be amended later, so don't 
worry about missing something at this point.

However, one essential item is the Enrollment Deadline — 
choose a realistic date that makes sense for your course, 
and when finished, click the Clone button (a second one).
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ACCESSING AND MODIFYING YOUR CODELAB.
Once completed, go to the green 3-bar menu in the upper right 
of the window and select Courses. Your new course should 
appear on the screen.

Click Clone to make another copy of it. Click Configure to 
amend its attributes and access an astounding variety of 
configuration options. Click Go to load the CodeLab into your 
Lab.

See the picture below:


